
 
BUILDING FOR PEOPLE AND PERFORMANCE  

ACHIEVING OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 
28th Annual Technical Conference: 

Sponsored by: 
  

 
 
 
For Whom: 
Presentations for entry level and senior level engineers, 
architects, designers, students, salespeople, 
manufacturers, contractors, building officials, building 
owners, and building managers and operators. 

When & Where: 
Virtual Conference 
Monday, June 15th – Friday, June 19th 
Monday – Thursday: 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Friday: 10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.  
 

Professional Development Hours (PDH): 
Six PDH sessions to choose from and four sessions 
eligible for GBCI credit. Credits must be self-reported to 
GBCI. 
 
Your Cost: 
 Full Week:  $ 50 
 
Register at www.rockymtnashrae.com 
 
 

 
 
Thank-you: 
We would like to thank all of our sponsors for this event. Sponsor names are listed below. Without everyone’s support, 
this conference would not be possible.  
 
 
    
 
 
 
Rocky Mountain 
 
 
                                             
   

http://www.rockymtnashrae.com/


2020 Rocky Mountain Chapter ASHRAE Technical Conference “Building for People and Performance. Achieving 
Operational Excellence” 

 

 SCHEDULE AND TOPICS 

Day Monday, June 15th 

Time 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

Track HVAC&R Fundamentals 
Sponsor Western Mechanical Solutions 

Topic 

 
ASHRAE 62.1 
Hal Yoder, PE 

 
 

Description: 
The international Mechanical Code allows the use of ASHRAE 62.1 Normative Appendix A calculations in lieu of those prescribed in Chapter 4 
Ventilation of the code.  This presentation shows how the code allows us to do this.  Explains how to use the Normative Appendix A calculations.  And 
provides an example illustrating how the ASHRAE calculations can reduce the outdoor air intake flow required at the air handling unit to a rate less than 
that required by the IMC method. 
 
Speaker Bio: 
Hal Yoder, P.E., has 25 years of mechanical engineering experience: 20 years as a consulting engineer and 5 years as a technical lead and resource 
for an HVAC vendor.  Most recently he has developed tools and resources for applying packaged rooftop unit control solutions and for integrating 
packaged controls with building automation systems.  He has a Bachelor of Science degree in mechanical engineering from Iowa State University.  He 
also has a passion for using his experience to educate others and a passion for improving control system simplicity, reliability, and energy efficiency. 
 
 

Day Tuesday, June16th 

Time 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

Track Critical Environments 

Sponsor Air Purification 

Topic 

 
Lessons Learned from Humidification Strategies 

Sean Convery, PE 
Ryan Lee, PE 

Cator, Ruma & Associates 
 
 

Description: 
Critical Environments often require a tight tolerance of humidification.  These spaces are typically laboratories, operating rooms, clean rooms, and 
museums, among others.  With the arid climate of Colorado and the Rocky Mountain Region, humidification can cost an owner a lot of money for 
energy both initially and on an ongoing basis. Additionally, this arid environment presents unique challenges in designing and operating humidification 
systems. What is often overlooked and not deeply researched is the maintenance requirements of the humidification system including the water supply 
to the system.  This presentation will discuss the various humidification methods, the psychrometric analysis, pros and cons, and maintenance 
requirements of each, and lessons learned. 
 
Speaker Bios: 
Sean Convery  is a founding Board Member of the Colorado I2SL Chapter. He was named President of the I2SL Colorado Chapter in 2019. Sean’s 25 
years of mechanical design experience include energy-efficient mechanical systems for wet and dry research labs, critical environments, government 
projects, veterinary medicine, human healthcare, utility and service infrastructure upgrades and central plants. To date, he has been involved in the 
design of over 80 lab projects, many of them Bio-Safety Level 3 (BSL-3). He has also designed several museums that require tight humidity tolerance 
like many of the lab spaces. 
 
Ryan Lee’s experience over eleven years has ranged from research to design, energy modeling, and project management. He has designed HVAC 
and utility systems for complex facilities including various kinds of laboratory, higher education, manufacturing, and other spaces with tight 
environmental control requirements. Many of Ryan’s projects have involved exhaustive evaluations of psychrometrics, specialized systems and control 
sequences, environmental variables, and space validation criteria. With projects that have been located overseas and in multiple US climate zones, 
Ryan has designed a multitude of isothermal and adiabatic humidification systems. 
 



Day Wednesday, June 17th 

Time 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

Track Building Automation 

Sponsor ATS 

Topic 

 
Hydronic Loops – Why Design and Modelling Data Won’t Always Match Building Performance 

David Kandel 
Belimo 

 
 
 

Description: 
Energy and performance models make a few faulty assumptions about hydronic performance. By understanding these assumptions, we can have a 
better view of actual performance. This presentation will examine the performance impact of improper valve sizing, unstable system pressures and 
balancing device selection. It also examines the physical effects of valve authority and coil degradation. In conclusion, it will introduce technologies that 
allow systems to behave more in line with design and modelling. 

 
Speaker Bio: 
Kandel was one of the original product design engineers in the Belimo control valve development group. He was an integral part of the group that 
developed the original CCV (Characterized Control Valve) and the PICCV (Pressure Independent Characterized Control Valve). Originally hired by 
Belimo in 1998, Mr. Kandel has held the roles of Manager of Valve Development, Product Manager for Control Valves and he currently works as a 
Regional Application Consultant for the Rocky Mountain region. 
 

Day Thursday, June 18th 

Time 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

Track HVAC&R Systems & Applications 

Sponsor CFM Company 

Topic 

 
DOAS Systems for Fan Powered Boxes 

Mark Mahon 
Nick Stuckwish 

Price Industries Inc 
 
 
 
 

Description: 
Dedicated Outdoor Air Systems (DOAS) are gaining significant traction in the HVAC market because of their ability to offer superior ventilation 
performance and occupant thermal comfort. Additionally they have enhanced energy savings when compared to traditional VAV systems. This is 
accomplished by the decoupling of latent and sensible cooling responsibilities to air and water respectively. 
Of the different approaches to DOAS, the form known as Fan Powered DOAS has risen to its own niche of prominence. However, due to its swift rate 
of acceptance, Fan Powered DOAS is still commonly misunderstood and misapplied: this includes how intrinsic design aspects uniquely impact 
performance. This presentation will cover the numerous applications of DOAS systems coupled with fan powered boxes, where they can be applied 
and how best to approach these designs to achieve peak performance and efficiency out of your system. 
 
Speaker Bios: 
Mark Mahon has a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering. He is a product application specialist providing application engineering for terminals, 
fan coils, hydronic valve packages and fan powered DOAS equipment. Mark has been with Price Industries for 4 years in the R&D and Application 
Engineering department. 
 
Nick Stuckwish is a Mechanical Engineer from the University of Arkansas. After spending time as a design engineer for ACME Fans, he joined a 
Krueger HVAC as an application engineer for fan coil units as well as small air handling units. Following several years in that role, Nick became the 
Western Regional Sales Manager, supporting all GRDs, terminal units, chilled beams, displacement ventilation units, and OR systems being sold west 
of the Mississippi River. Nick is currently working at Price Industries as the Western Area Manager.  

 
 
 

 
 

 



Day Friday, June 19th 

Time 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 

Track Sustainability 

Sponsor McNevin Company 

Topic 

 
The Green Maze –Sustainability Rating Systems and Prospects for Effecting Real Change 

Jeff Elsner, PE 
RMH Group 

 
 
 
 

Description: 
AIA 2030 Challenge, embodied carbon, Green Globes, LEED, Living Building, net zero carbon. There is a multitude of rating systems and tracking 
mechanisms for measuring how green building is. How do you navigate this maze and find a way to effect real change? This presentation summarizes 
current state of green building standards, and looks ahead to the goals of a sustainable building in 2030. The presentation will end with a discussion of 
embodied carbon and pathways to achieving carbon neutrality across a broader slice of the built environment. 
 
Speaker Bio: 
Jeff Elsner is a mechanical engineer and project manager with extensive experience with central utility plants, higher education campuses, K-12 
schools, healthcare facilities, laboratories, data centers, and office buildings. Sustainable and low energy design has been an emphasis throughout this 
broad practice. Jeff also has special expertise with combined heat and power (CHP or cogeneration) systems. He is a member of the American Society 
of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) and the International District Energy Association (IDEA). Jeff earned a B.S. 
degree in mechanical engineering from Colorado State University. 
 
 
 

 

Time 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Track Keynote 

Sponsor Long 

Topic 

Building for People and Performance. Achieving Operational Excellence 
Daryl K. Boyce, PE, ASHRAE Society President 

 
Description: 
Operational performance is an important process in the management of a building. Buildings often fall short on operating to the expectations of the 
building designers and operators. This is because designers are not always focused on operability during the design process and operators frequently 
do not possess the proper skills to adequately operate the technology incorporated into today’s buildings. ASHRAE and its members must take an 
active role in the ongoing training, engagement, and action toward reducing the gap between design, construction, and operations. This presentation 
will explore what ASHRAE is doing to achieve effective operational performance and operator experience, that is good for buildings, good for those 
who live and work within those buildings, and good for the planet. 
 
Speaker Bios: 
ASHRAE’s President for the 2019-20 term. Boyce has previously served on the board of directors as treasurer, vice president, and director-at-large. He 
is the recipient of ASHRAE’s Distinguished Service Award, Exceptional Service Award, and Regional Award of Merit. In addition to his time served on 
the Board of Directors, Boyce has served as chair and coordinating officer for the Finance Committee and chair of the Members Council, Appointments 
Roadmap Committee and President-Elect Advisory Committee. Boyce has held ASHRAE Society-level leadership roles on many standing committees, 
technical committees, and presidential ad hoc committees. 
 
Boyce is special advisor to the Vice President of Finance and Administration and was previously an assistant vice president in facilities management 
and planning at Carleton University in Ottawa, Ontario. He has made contributions to creating a built environment since 1974. Throughout his time 
spent with ASHRAE and in the HVAC industry, Boyce has worked on various projects to increase energy efficiency. His most recent projects include 
the SNOLAB project in Sudbury, Ontario, where he is responsible for the design and construction of a world class research facility for underground 
science. Boyce has also worked on the management of facility expansion projects for various universities. 
 
Boyce is a 1982 graduate of the University of Alberta with a Bachelor of Science in Engineering and earned his Engineering Diploma from the British 
Columbia Institute of Technology in 1973. 

 
Please note - Speakers and Topics Subject to Change – Some titles on this sheet are condensed for space purposes. 
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